SUBJECT - ENGLISH
1) Make a collage of nouns using the words related to the forest. Use an outline
or cutout of a tree to make the collage. Paste nouns in different shapes on that
tree.
2) Read any English story book and find out fifteen new words from that book.
Write their meanings and use them in sentences.
3) Sow a seed in the soil. Water it regularly. Observe it weekly. Write a paragraph
expressing your feelings that how you felt to see it grow into a small plant
(Use A3 size sheets for doing homework and file it in a folder)
4) Grammar Worksheets
A) Fill with collective nouns:1) ----------of geese
2) ----------of pupils
3) ----------of bees
4) ----------of sheep
5) ----------of lions
6) ----------of ships
7) ----------of fish
8) ----------of soldiers
9) ----------of keys
10) ----------of wolves
Key words: - swarm, pride, pack, army, gaggle, class, bunch, shoal, flock, fleet
B) Fill with pronouns:1) I will do my work -----------.
2) ------------are your books.
3) Michael and Sarah were playing hockey with -------------.
4) You will hurt ---------------.

5) -----------kicked the ball.
C) Underline the verbs in the following sentences:1) The dog found the ball under the bed.
2) The children are playing in the park.
3) The glass broke.
4) Sumit will win the race.
5) The black cat ran after the boy.
6) Birds are flying in the sky.
7) The monkey swings from branch to branch.
8) Ben is reading a book.
9) The sun sets in the west.
10) They lost the match.
D) Fill with prepositions:1) This material is different ----------that.(from/to/with)
2) You should explain this ----------them. (to/at/with)
3) This is a comfortable house to live -------.(on/at/in)
4) He poured the tea ---------the mug. (into/on/in)
5) He said that he was very pleased ----------my work. (with/on/at)
6) Let us hope-------the best. (on/for/at)
7) There is someone ---------the door. (in/at/on)
8) There is a mistake ---------the third line. (in/on/with)
9) I was a part --------the team that won the championship. (of/on/in)
10) I met him-------the afternoon. (on/in/at)
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SUBJECT: MATHS

OBJECTIVE TYPE
1) Greatest 5 – digit number is ______
2) Place value of 9 in 39864 is _______
3) Compare : 34218 ____ 34281
4) How many places are there in thousands period ?
5) 37 + ____ + 512 = 512 + ____ + 98
6) The sum of place values of 2 and 7 in 48257 is _____
7) Form the smallest 4 –digit no. using digits 5,0,3,2 only once.
8) 90 + 20 + 30 = ______
9) ____ - 0 = 378
10) 38000 - 18000 = ______
11) 4562 + _____ 4562
12) 81 x ____ = 0
13) Sum of a number and zero is ________
14) Product of a number and zero is _____
15) 19 ÷ 0 = __________

16) Face value of 6 in 4862 is _____
17) In DMAS, M stands for __________
18) 47 ÷ 47 = _____
19) 0 ÷ 7 = _______
20) 83 x 1000 = _____
SUBJECTIVE TYPE
1) Write number name
a) 3,67,005

b) 54,612

2) Write numeral for :
Eight lakh seventy thousand four hundred twenty one.
3) Find the product :
a) 3271 x 435

b) 2348 x 65

4) Divide and check
80214 ÷ 15
5) Solve
2 × 20 + 35 ÷ 7 – 12

6) Write expanded form
305621
7) John has 1281 baseball cards while Amit has 1735. If John and Amit combine
their baseball cards, how many cards will there be ?
8) A box contains 1046 erasers packed in it . How many erasers are there in
217 such boxes ?
9) Mr. Gupta deposited Rs. 46783 in his bank account. Next day he withdrew
Rs. 23785 . How much money was left in his account ?
10) In an orchard 3430 apple trees are standing in 35 rows . Find number of
apple trees in each row.

ACTIVITY

GET READY TO SCRATCH YOUR MIND !!!!

SUBJECT: SCIENCE
1. Make a mask / flash card representing different kind of beaks of birds.
Roll no – 1-8 -

Crushing beak

9- 16 -

Curved beak

17- 24 -

Piercing beak

25- 32 -

Chiselling beak

33- 40 -

Probing beak

41- 48 -

Sifting beak

49 onwards- Sticky beak
2. Write a slogan on the topic ‘GOOD EATING HABITS ‘on an A4 sheet.
NOTE – Submit the holiday homework in a file folder.

SUBJECT: SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Collect pictures of the monuments built by Shahjahan and Akbar.
Paste the same on A4 size sheet.
2. Save Water, Save Earth
Write some ways in which you can conserve water at home and at
Public places (Paste their pictures also)
3. Make a beautiful brochure of your favourite tourist place.
4. List five ways (activities) to keep yourself busy rather than wasting time in
watching T.V
5. Write five pages of calligraphy in class note book.
6. Locate all the capitals and Union territories on the Political map of India.
7. Read any book of your choice.

